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ABSTRACT
The digital currency in which encryption techniques are used to regulate the generation of units of currency is said to
be called cryptocurrency. The technology used here is used to explores the next day change in the price of cryptocurrency.
It is a challenge for a common person to achieve with varying degrees of success. But this is achieved through the
implementation of a optimized recurrent neural network (RNN) and a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) network.
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INTRODUCTION

C

rypto currencies, to a great extent “Bit coin”, have
been one of the top hit in social media and in technical
world. Their high volatility leads to the great potential
of high profit if intelligent inventing strategies are
taken. It seems that every one in the world suddenly
start to talk about Crypto currencies. Unfortunately,
due to their lack of indexes, Crypto currencies are
relatively unpredictable compared to traditional
financial instruments. Crypto currency is a way to help
the market become healthier and more transparent.
This technology is indeed having challenges to
overcome. The later section gives more knowledge
on how to predict the price of these Crypto currencies
with Deep Learning. We choose bit coin as an example
from different number of crypto currencies [1-5].

L I T E R AT U R E S U R V E Y
In step with privacy, safety and agree with the concepts
of Cloud Computing, the author states that, Cloud
computing refers to a basic infrastructure for an
upcoming service model that offers low cost service
with the help of shared computing and garage
resources, mixed with an on-call for provisioning
mechanism counting on a pay-regular with-use
organisation version. Impact of such functions is
higher in case of IT (information technology) budgeting
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however additionally have an effect on traditional
safety, don’t forget and privateness procedure. Various
benefits of cloud computing are its rapid scaling
capability, save facts remotely and dynamic sharing of
offerings come to be dangers in maintaining a degree
of warranty sufficient to sustain self belief in potential
customers. Some core conventional mechanisms for
addressing privateness (including version contracts)
aren’t bendy or dynamically sufficient, hence new
approaches are required to evolve the new paradigm
in shape. During such financial disaster, the troubles
related to the trust, protection and privateness that
arises within the cloud computing framework and their
communication models are addressed.
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Cloud Computing trust Procedure is considered to be
a crucial trouble in cloud computing in gift workout it
depends in massive element on reputational belief
and self-assessment through cloud service carriers.
This paper begins with a survey of contemporary
procedures for organizing take delivery of as real with,
and comment on their barriers. We then cope with
those obstacles through manner of providing extra
rigorous mechanisms primarily based totally on proof,
certification of attribute certification, and validation,
and the paper concludes via suggesting a framework
for integrating diverse remember procedures
together to show chains of trust inside the cloud [1-9].

P ROPOSED M ETHODOLOGY AND S OLUTIONS
Crypto currency price prediction using machine
learning and this project has got some real time
analysis and prediction power by integrating
Machine learning as its core thing. The process of
prediction of prices using machine learning as
follows
Data
First data is pushed up over the stack because of its
priority as an object. It is the main object for training
our machine learning model. There’s a lot of data
related to Bitcoin about 37 characteristics of it
n ”bitcoin.com” . This data has been collected since
July of 2010, hence it makes availablearound 60
thousand data points to be processed. With this large
amount of data, there exists a way to look into the
possibility and probability of predicting future prices.
Machine Learning
Recently, Machine learninghas emerged into a
promising technique due to increase in the availability
of data as well as computational power. The machine
learning has a set of neurons connected like a neural
networks which serves as an artificial brain, hence it
is possible for the machines to find patterns for huge
datasets with minimum human annotation.
Researches are being carried out to construct complex
network with multiple layers which can handle much
difficult problems. Machine learning has a lot of
applications in various fields. Recent applications of
machine learning includesfacial recognition,selfdriving cars and language translation.
Such a power was the best bet to see if It could
predict cryptocurrency prices. A simple Architecture
of neural network [10, 11].

Figure 1 : Simple feedforward neural network

LSTM Cell
LSTM is a kind of neural network that paves a
revolutionary way in finding patterns. RNN is compoed
of a large number of LSTM cells. The question arises in
the working of the RNN. It utilises a set of specialised
gates for allowing each layer of LSTM to get
information from both previous as well as the current
layers. The data flows among number of gates as well
as different activation functions and it flows through
LSTM cell. In this, each LSTM cell is allowed to
remember the pattern related to necessary data for a
short span of time and forget unnecessary data.
Functions (i.e. the tanh function) and is passed
throughout the LSTM cells. The main advantage of this
is that it allows each LSTM cell to remember patterns
for a certain amount of time — they essentially can
“remember” important information and “forget”
irrelevant information.

Figure 2. LSTM cell and its internal components — cell
state c. input gate i, output gate o, forget gate gand
external input gate g
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Table-1 : Details of Data Collection

Date

Open

High

Low

Close

Volume

Market Cap

0

2017-11-19

7766.03

8101.91

7694.10

8036.49

3149320000

129595000000

1

2017-11-18

7697.21

7884.99

7463.44

7790.15

3667190000

128425000000

2
3

2017-11-17
2017-11-16

7853.57
7323.24

8004.59
7967.38

7561.09
7176.58

7708.99
7871.69

4651670000
5123810000

131026000000
122164000000

The different phase that need to be undergo during
the process of predicting the prices of crypto
currencies are
 Data Collection
 Data processing
 Data training
Data collection
In Data collection the massive data is collected and
stored for performing data filtering operations . The
first step for starting the process. The data collection
phase begins with downloading all of the data
available online, the downloaded data consists 37
different Excel files. There was a way to feed each file
separately into the neural network, but it was way
easier to manually combine the files into one big file.
So by collecting a huge file that has more columns by
around more rows. Here you can see how data is
collected in csv files which includes different
parameters Market Price, Open, Close, High, Low,
Volume, Market Cap.
Data Preprocessing
Data preprocessing has some pretty technical steps to
it. The first thing to do is the application of
transformation ofsliding window to data. It begins with
sliding a imaginary window over the big Excel file for
making it to arrays of days by feature. So, 3D
rectangular prism is formed by transforming a 2D
rectangle. The next step performs some normalization
on the data following splitting the data for training,
validation and testing. Variations are observed in the
range of values and it utilises 10 percent data for testing
and the rest of the data is available for training.
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Figure 3: Representation of how the sliding window
processing changes the data

Here the data is the above data collected from (.CSV)
is loaded as data set matrices and normalization is
performed and there after it goes with splitting of data
and improve them by training. After a while of training
it should be reshaped as X and Y wher x = t and Y =
t+1.As there are different types of models with
different features we need to select a Models
which does major amount of work and suits our way
of solving a problem so we use LSTM model.

R E S U LT S

AND

D ISCUSSION

Deep Learning Model
To make the model learn we need to focus on LSTM
& RNN to allow identification of smaller sequence
patterned data and the price of the next day is
predicted. A python library known as”Keras” utilized
for the creation of neural network uses TensorFlow
backend.
The layers are as follows:






Input layer (takes data of shape n samples x 50 x 37)
Bidirectional LSTM layer (returns a sequence, 100 cells)
Dropout layer (20% dropout — reduces overfitting)
Bidirectional LSTM layer (returns a sequence, 100 cells)
Dropout layer (20% dropout — reduces overfitting)
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 Bidirectional LSTM layer (doesn’t return a
sequence, 50 cells)
 Output layer (returns the predicted next day price
of Bitcoin)
Training
The training of the data needs a large amount of filtered
data sets. When data reaches a stabilization point it
doesn’t increases it results efficiency so by using some
function we can improve it by loss function , activation
function, optimizer.

can’t depend on this model because some time it
prone to false prediction.
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Figure 4: Progress of the model throughout training
(more epochs = more iterations)

Linear Regression
The main concept in our project is prediction and so to
build a relationship between those models we use
Linear Regression to draw a relationships between
those data objects. Linear relationship among target
as well as predictors is found usingLinear regression.
When it is possible to express a variable accurately
by the other, then the relationship between them are
known as deterministic. For instance, temperature can
be predicted in terms of Fahrenheit when it is provided
in degree Celsius. Relationship among variables
cannot be determined accurately using statistical
relationship. The relationship between weight as well
as height can be considered as an example.
The main objective is to attain a line that best fits
the data. A line is said to be best fit when it possesses
a smaller total prediction error. Distance between
points in regression line is called as error.

C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE S COPE

The results always relays only on the training data
sets we can cross check the results with present
prices by statistical significance test. We totally
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